Tuesday, March 05, 2024

**Research Workshop: Maximising Research at Your Local Site**

**Workshop Fee:** Complimentary

To understand how departmental structures may optimise research output, with respect to systems, personnel and expertise.

- **15:30** Chair: Session Introduction
  Luciana Cadore Stefani, Brazil

- **15:32** Optimising Research Output in Your Academic Department
  Luciana Cadore Stefani, Brazil

- **15:47** Statistics - What to Do When You Don’t Have the In-House Expertise?
  Leon du Toit, United States

- **16:02** How to Maximise the Return on a Short Term Research Fellowship
  Agya Prempeh, United States

- **16:17** Questions and Answers

**Research Workshop: Medical Writing**

**Workshop Fee:** 10 USD

To understand what is required to ensure successful journal submission, and how to avoid common mistakes.

- **16:45** Chair: Session Introduction
  Marcia Corvetto, Chile

- **16:47** Principles for a Good Initial Journal Submission
  Jaideep Pandit, United Kingdom

- **17:02** What Is Needed for a Successful Revision
  Philip Jones, United States

- **17:17** Common Errors Resulting in Rejection
  Sandra Spijkerman, South Africa

- **17:32** Questions and Answers